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NEUTRINO MASSES AND MIXINGS�Ferruio FeruglioUniversity of Padova and I.N.F.N., Padova, Italye-mail: feruglio�pd.infn.it(Reeived April 25, 2000)We disuss models of neutrino masses that, in the ontext of the see-saw mehanism, ould lead to a large mixing angle for the atmospherineutrino osillations without requiring too muh �ne-tuning between theDira and the Majorana setors. These models are ompatible with Abelian�avour symmetries and with the piture of �avour expeted in grand uni�edtheories.PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff 1. IntrodutionReent data from SuperKamiokande [1℄ have provided a more solid exper-imental basis for neutrino osillations as an explanation of the atmospherineutrino anomaly. In addition, also the solar neutrino de�it, observed byseveral experiments [2℄, is probably an indiation of a di�erent sort of neu-trino osillations. Neutrino osillations imply neutrino masses. The extremesmallness of neutrino masses in omparison with quark and harged lep-ton masses indiates a di�erent nature of the former, presumably linked tolepton-number violation and the Majorana nature of neutrinos. Thus neu-trino masses provide a window on the very large energy sale where leptonnumber is violated and on Grand Uni�ed Theories (GUTs). Experimentalfats on neutrino masses and mixings ould give an important feedbak onthe problem of quark and harged lepton masses, as all these masses arepossibly related in GUTs. In partiular the observation of a nearly maximalmixing angle for �� ! �� is partiularly interesting. Perhaps also solar neu-trinos may our with large mixing angle. At present solar neutrino mixingsan be either large or very small, depending on whih partiular solution willeventually be established by the data. Large mixings in the neutrino setor� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Neutrinos in Physis andAstrophysis, Craow, Poland, January 6�9, 2000.(1221)



1222 F. Feruglioare very interesting beause a �rst guess was in favour of small mixings,in analogy to what is observed for quarks. If on�rmed, single or doublemaximal mixings an provide an important hint on the mehanisms thatgenerate neutrino masses.The experimental status of neutrino osillations is still very preliminary.Thus, in order to be able to proeed, the theorist has to make a numberof assumptions on how the data will �nally look when the experimentalsituation will be ompletely lari�ed.1.1. Three light neutrinosHere we assume that only two distint osillation frequenies exist, thelargest being assoiated with atmospheri neutrinos and the smallest withsolar neutrinos. We assume that the hint of an additional frequeny fromthe LSND experiment [3℄, not on�rmed by the Karmen experiment [4℄ (butyet far from being ompletely exluded), will disappear. Thus we avoid theintrodution of new sterile neutrino speies and an deal with only the threeknown speies of light neutrinos1.We interpret the atmospheri neutrino osillations as nearly maximal�� ! �� osillations, in agreement with the Chooz results [6℄. The solar-neutrino osillations orrespond to the disappearane of �e into nearly equalfrations of �� and �� . A priori we are open minded about whih of thethree most likely solutions for solar neutrino osillations is adopted: the twoMSW solutions with small (SA) or large (LA) mixing angle, or the vauumosillation solution (VO).1.2. A useful parametrizationMaximal atmospheri neutrino mixing and the requirement that the ele-tron neutrino does not partiipate in the atmospheri osillations, as indi-ated by the SuperKamiokande [1℄ and Chooz [6℄ data, lead diretly to thefollowing struture of the Ufi (f = e; �,�; i = 1; 2; 3) real orthogonal mixingmatrix, apart from sign onvention rede�nitions (here we are not interested1 Can three light neutrinos aommodate solar, atmospheri and LSND osillations?This would seem a priori possible if the solar Cl experiment were a�eted by a largeunknown systemati error. In this ase an energy�independent suppression of thesolar neutrino �ux by approximately a fator of two ould reasonably desribe thedata, leaving the solar frequeny undetermined in a vast range. Thus we mightassoiate the two independent frequenies to LSND and atmospheri osillations. Ithas been observed that suh an attrative senario is inompatible with the ombinedresults of the Chooz and SuperKamiokande experiments, when also the atmospherineutrino asymmetries are onsidered [5℄.



Neutrino Masses and Mixings 1223in CP violation e�ets: all matries are taken real)Ufi = 24  �s 0sp2 p2 � 1p2sp2 p2 + 1p2 35 : (1)This result is obtained by a simple generalization of the analysis of Ref. [7℄(also disussed in Ref. [8℄) to the ase of arbitrary solar mixing angle (s �sin �sun,  � os �sun):  = s = 1=p2 for maximal solar mixing (e.g. forvauum osillations sin2 2�sun � 0:75) , while sin2 2�sun � 4s2 � 5:5 � 10�3for the small angle MSW [9℄ solution. The vanishing of Ue3 guaranteesthat �e does not partiipate in the atmospheri osillations and the relationjU�3j = jU�3j = 1=p2 implies maximal mixing for atmospheri neutrinos.Note that we are assuming only two frequenies, given by�sun / m22 �m21 ; �atm / m23 �m21;2 : (2)The e�etive light neutrino mass matrix is given by m� = UmdiagUT withmdiag = Diag[m1;m2;m3℄. For generi s one �ndsm� = 24 2" Æ ÆÆ m32 + "2 �m32 + "2Æ �m32 + "2 m32 + "2 35 ; (3)with" = m12 +m2s22 ; Æ = (m1 �m2)sp2 ; "2 = m1s2 +m222 : (4)We see that the existene of one maximal mixing and Ue3 = 0 are themost important input that leads to the matrix form in Eqs. (3), (4). Thevalue of the solar neutrino mixing angle an be left free. While the simpleparametrization of the matrix U in Eq. (1) is quite useful to guide the searhfor a realisti pattern of neutrino mass matries, it should not be taken tooliterally. In partiular the data do not exlude a non-vanishing Ue3 element.In most of the SuperKamiokande allowed region the bound by Chooz [6℄amounts to jUe3j < 0:2. In the region not overed by Chooz jUe3j an evenbe larger [5, 10℄. Thus negleting jUe3j with respet to s in Eq. (1) is notreally justi�ed. Also note that in presene of a large hierarhy jm3j � jm1;2jthe e�et of negleted parameters in Eq. (3) an be enhaned by m3=m1;2and produe sizeable orretions. A non vanishing Ue3 term an lead todi�erent (m�)12 and (m�)13 terms. Similarly, a deviation from maximalmixing U�3 6= U�3 distorts the "2 terms in the 23 setor of m� . Therefore,espeially for a large hierarhy, there is more freedom in the small terms inorder to onstrut a model that �ts the data than it is apparent from Eq. (3).



1224 F. Feruglio1.3. Hierarhial spetrumSine neutrino osillations only measure di�erenes of squared masses,the observed di�erenes (�m2)atm = jm23 �m22j � (�m2)sun = jm22 �m21jould orrespond to (A) hierarhial eigenvalues jm3j � jm2;1j or to partialor total near degeneray: (B) jm1j � jm2j � jm3j or (C) jm1j � jm2j � jm3j.The on�gurations (B) and (C) imply a very preise near degeneray ofsquared masses. For example, the ase (C) is the only one that ould inpriniple aommodate neutrinos as hot dark matter together with solarand atmospheri neutrino osillations. We think that it is not at all learat the moment that a hot dark matter omponent is really needed [11℄ butthis ould be a reason in favour of the fully degenerate solution. Then theommon mass should be around 1�3 eV. The solar frequeny ould be givenby a small 1�2 splitting, while the atmospheri frequeny ould be given bya still small but muh larger 1,2�3 splitting. A strong onstraint arises inthis ase from the non observation of neutrinoless double beta deay whihrequires that the ee entry of m� must obey j(m�)eej � 0:46 eV [12℄. Asobserved in Ref. [13℄, this bound an only be satis�ed if bimixing is re-alized (that is double maximal mixing, with solar neutrinos explained bythe VO or MSW-LA solutions). But we would need a relative splittingj�m=mj � �m2atm=2m2 � 10�3 � 10�4 and a muh smaller one for solarneutrinos explained by vauum osillations: j�m=mj � 10�10�10�11. Suha tiny relative mass splitting, arranged at the large energy sale where leptonnumber is violated, an be easily upset by the renormalization group evolu-tion down to the eletroweak sale [14℄, unless a suitable �avour symmetryprotets it during the running [15℄.1.4. See�saw mehanismFor reasons of simpliity, we onsider the simplest version of the see-sawmehanism with one Dira, mD, and one Majorana, M , mass matrix, relatedto the neutrino mass matrix m� , in the basis where the harged lepton massmatrix is diagonal, by m� = mTDM�1mD : (5)As well known this is not the most general see-saw mehanism beause weare not inluding the left�left Majorana mass blok. It is implausible thatstarting from hierarhial Dira matries we end up via the see-saw meha-nism into a nearly perfet degeneray of squared masses and the assumptionof hierarhial Dira masses and the see-saw mehanism naturally leads toa pattern of type A with jm3j � jm2j � jm1j. Models with degenerateneutrinos (see, for example, Refs. [16℄) ould be natural if the dominant



Neutrino Masses and Mixings 1225ontributions diretly arise from non renormalizable operators whih are apriori unrelated to other fermion masses, but we will not explore this possi-bility here. 2. Two interesting mehanismsIn general large mass splittings orrespond to small mixings beausenormally only lose-by states are strongly mixed. In a 2 by 2 matrix ontext,the requirement of large splitting and large mixing leads to a ondition ofvanishing determinant. For example the matrixm / �x2 xx 1 � (6)has eigenvalues 0 and 1 + x2 and for x of O(1) the mixing is large. Thus,in the limit of negleting small mass terms of order m1;2, the demands oflarge atmospheri neutrino mixing and dominane of m3 translate into theondition that the subdeterminant 23 of the 3 by 3 mass matrix vanishes.The problem is to show that this vanishing an be arranged in a natural waywithout �ne tuning.Without loss of generality we an go to a basis where both the hargedlepton Dira mass matrix mlD and the Majorana matrix M for the right-handed neutrinos are diagonal. In fat, after diagonalization of the hargedlepton Dira mass matrix, we still have the freedom of a hange of basisfor the right-handed neutrino �elds, in that the right-handed harged leptonand neutrino �elds, as opposed to left-handed �elds, are unorrelated by theSU(2)�U(1) gauge symmetry. We an use this freedom to make the Majo-rana matrix diagonal: M�1 = V T dMV with dM = Diag[1=M1; 1=M2; 1=M3℄.Then if we parametrize the matrix V mD by zab we have:(m�)ab � (mTDM�1mD)ab =X zazbM : (7)From this expression we see that, while we an always arrange the twelveparameters zab and Ma to arbitrarily �x the six independent matrix ele-ments of m� , the hierarhial ase is speial in that it an be approximatelyreprodued in two partiularly simple ways, without relying on preise an-ellations among di�erent terms:(i) there are only two large entries in the z matrix, jz2j � jz3j, and thethree eigenvalues Ma are of omparable magnitude (or, at least, witha less pronouned hierarhy than for the z matrix elements). Then,the subdeterminant 23 vanishes and one only needs the ratio jz2=z3jto be lose to 1. This possibility was disussed for instane in [17℄;



1226 F. Feruglio(ii) one of the right-handed neutrinos is partiularly light and, in �rstapproximation, it is only oupled to � and � . Thus, M � � (small)and z1 � 0. In this ase the 23 subdeterminant vanishes, and againone only needs the ratio jz2=z3j to be lose to 1. This possibility hasbeen espeially emphasized in Refs. [5, 18�20℄.In a 2 by 2 matrix ontext (in the 23 setor), a typial example of meh-anism (i) is given by a Dira matrix mD, de�ned by �RmDL, whih takes theapproximate form: mD / 24 0 0 00 0 00 x 135 : (8)This matrix has the property that for a generi Majorana matrix M one�nds: m� = mTDM�1mD / 24 0 0 00 x2 x0 x 1 35 : (9)The only ondition on M�1 is that the 33 entry is non zero. It is importantfor the following disussion to observe that mD given by Eq. (8) under ahange of basis transforms as mD ! V ymDU where V and U rotate theright and left �elds respetively. It is easy to hek that in order to makemD diagonal we need large left mixings. More preisely mD is diagonalizedby taking V = 1 and U given byU = 24  �s 0s  �sss s  35 ; (10)with s = �xr ;  = 1r ; r =p1 + x2 : (11)The matrix U is diretly the neutrino mixing matrix. The mixing angle foratmospheri neutrino osillations is given by:sin2 2� = 4s22 = 4x2(1 + x2)2 : (12)Thus the bound sin2 2� > 0:8 translates into 0:6 < jxj < 1:6. As is lear,this mehanism is based on asymmetri Dira matries, with, in the ase ofthe example, a large left-handed mixing already present in the Dira matrix.If, for some reason, one prefers symmetri or nearly so matries, then onean use mehanism (ii). For example, one ould want to preserve left�right



Neutrino Masses and Mixings 1227symmetry at the GUT sale. Then, the observed smallness of left-handedmixings for quarks would also demand small right-handed mixings. So wenow assume that mD is nearly diagonal (always in the basis where mlD andM are diagonal) with all its o�-diagonal terms proportional to some smallparameter ". Working in the subsetor 23 and starting frommD / � "p x"x" 1 � ; M�1 / � r2 00 1 � ; (13)where x is of O(1) and r2 �M3=M2, we obtain:m� / � "2pr2 + x2"2 x"p+1r2 + x"x"p+1r2 + x" x2"2r2 + 1 � : (14)For su�iently small M2 the terms in r2 are dominant. For p = 1; 2, whihwe onsider as typial ases, it is su�ient that "2r2 � 1. Assuming thatthis ondition is satis�ed, onsider �rst the ase with p = 2. We havem� / x2"2r2 264 "2x2 "x"x 1 375 : (15)In this ase the determinant is naturally vanishing (to the extent that theterms in r2 are dominant), so that the mass eigenvalues are widely split.However, the mixing is nominally small: sin 2� is of O(2"=x). It ould benumerially large enough if 1=x � 2�3 and " is of the order of the Cabibboangle " � 0:20�0:25. This is what we all �strething�: the large neutrinomixing is explained in terms of a small parameter; this is not so small andan give a perhaps su�ient amount of mixing if enhaned by a possiblylarge oe�ient. This minimalisti view was endorsed in Refs. [21℄.A more peuliar ase is obtained for p = 1, whih gives:m� / "2r2 � 1 xx x2 � : (16)In this ase the small parameter " is ompletely fatored out and for x � 1the mixing is nearly maximal. The see-saw mehanism has reated largemixing from almost nothing [22℄: all relevant matries entering the see-sawmehanism are nearly diagonal. Clearly, the ruial fatorization of the smallparameter "2 only arises for p = 1, that is the light Majorana eigenvalue isoupled to �� and �� with omparable strength. It is straightforward toextend the previous model to the 3 by 3 ase [22℄. In that ase it is possibleto reprodue both the SA and the LA MSW solutions. The required hier-arhy among the matrix elements an be supported by a suitable Abelian



1228 F. Feruglio�avour symmetry, whih an be realized also at the level of an SU(5) granduni�ed theory. Moreover, this hierarhy is not spoiled by the renormaliza-tion group evolution from the uni�ation sale down to low energy. In asimilar lass of models all Dira mixings are small, but large mixing areintrodued via M [23℄. 3. An expliit modelWe have seen that, in order to explain in a natural way widely splitlight neutrino masses together with large mixings, we need an automativanishing of the 23 subdeterminant. This in turn is most simply realizedwithin mehanism i, by allowing some large left-handed mixing terms in theDira neutrino matrix. By left-handed mixing we mean non diagonal matrixelements that an only be eliminated by a large rotation of the left-handed�elds. Thus the question is how to reonile large left-handed mixings in theleptoni setor with the observed near diagonal form of VCKM, the quark mix-ing matrix. Stritly speaking, sine VCKM = U yuUd, the individual matriesUu and Ud need not be near diagonal, but VCKM does, while the analoguefor leptons apparently annot be near diagonal. However nothing forbids forquarks that, in the basis where mu is diagonal, the d quark matrix has largenon diagonal terms that an be rotated away by a pure right-handed rota-tion. We suggest that this is so and that in some way right-handed mixingsfor quarks orrespond to left-handed mixings for leptons.In the ontext of (Susy) SU(5) [24℄ there is a very attrative hint of howthe present mehanism an be realized [17,25℄. In the �5 of SU(5) the d sin-glet appears together with the lepton doublet (�; e). The (u; d) doublet ande belong to the 10 and � to the 1 and similarly for the other families. As aonsequene, in the simplest model with mass terms arising from only Higgspentaplets, the Dira matrix of down quarks is the transpose of the hargedlepton matrix: mdD = (mlD)T . Thus, indeed, a large mixing for right-handeddown quarks orresponds to a large left-handed mixing for harged leptons.In the same simplest approximation with 5 or �5 Higgs, the up quark massmatrix is symmetri, so that left and right mixing matries are equal in thisase2. Then small mixings for up quarks and small left-handed mixings fordown quarks are su�ient to guarantee small VCKM mixing angles even forlarge d quark right-handed mixings. When the harged lepton matrix is di-agonalized the large left-handed mixing of the harged leptons is transferredto the neutrinos. Note that in SU(5) we an diagonalize the u mass matrixby a rotation of the �elds in the 10, the Majorana matrix M by a rotationof the 1 and the e�etive light neutrino matrix m� by a rotation of the �5.2 Up to a diagonal matrix of phases.



Neutrino Masses and Mixings 1229In this basis the d quark mass matrix �xes VCKM and the harged leptonmass matrix �xes neutrino mixings. It is well known that a model where thedown and the harged lepton mass matries are exatly the transpose of oneanother annot be exatly true beause of the e=d and �=s mass ratios [24℄.It is also known that one remedy to this problem is to add some Higgsomponent in the 45 representation of SU(5) [26℄. A di�erent solution [27℄will be desribed later. But the symmetry under transposition an still bea good guideline if we are only interested in the order of magnitude of thematrix entries and not in their exat values. Similarly, the Dira neutrinomass matrix mD is the same as the up quark mass matrix in the very rudemodel where the Higgs pentaplets ome from a pure 10 representation ofSO(10): mD = muD. For mD the dominane of the third family eigenvalue aswell as a near diagonal form ould be an order of magnitude remnant of thisbroken symmetry. Thus, negleting small terms, the neutrino Dira matrixin the basis where harged leptons are diagonal ould be diretly obtainedin the form of Eq. (8).We give here an expliit example of the mehanism under disussionin the framework of a uni�ed Susy SU(5) theory with an additional U(1)F�avour symmetry [28℄. This model is to be taken as merely indiative, inthat some important problems, like, for example, the anellation of hiralanomalies are not takled here. But we �nd it impressive that the generalpattern of all what we know on fermion masses and mixings is orretlyreprodued at the level of orders of magnitude. We regard the present modelas a low-energy e�etive theory valid at energies lose to MGUT �MPl. Wean think to obtain it by integrating out the heavy modes from an unknownunderlying fundamental theory de�ned at an energy sale lose toMPl. Fromthis point of view the gauge anomalies generated by the light supermultipletslisted below an be ompensated by another set of supermultiplets withmasses above MGUT, already eliminated from the low-energy theory. Inpartiular, we assume that these additional supermultiplets are vetor-likewith respet to SU(5) and hiral with respet to U(1)F . Their masses arethen naturally expeted to be of the order of the U(1)F breaking sale,whih, in the following disussion, turns out to be near MPl. We haveexpliitly heked the possibility of anelling the gauge anomalies in thisway but, due to our ignorane about the fundamental theory, we do not�nd partiularly instrutive to illustrate the details here. In this model theknown generations of quarks and leptons are ontained in triplets 	a10 and	a�5 , (a = 1; 2; 3) transforming as 10 and �5 of SU(5), respetively. Three moreSU(5) singlets 	a1 desribe the right-handed neutrinos. We assign to these�elds the following F -harges:



1230 F. Feruglio
	10 � (3; 2; 0) ; (17)	�5 � (3; 0; 0) ; (18)	1 � (1;�1; 0) : (19)We start by disussing the Yukawa oupling allowed by U(1)F -neutral Higgsmultiplets '5 and '�5 in the 5 and �5 SU(5) representations and by a pair �and �� of SU(5) singlets with F = 1 and F = �1, respetively.In the quark setor we obtain3:muD = (muD)T = 24�6 �5 �3�5 �4 �2�3 �2 1 35 vu ; mdD = 24�6 �5 �3�3 �2 1�3 �2 1 35 vd ; (20)from whih we get the order-of-magnitude relations:mu : m : mt = �6 : �4 : 1 ;md : ms : mb = �6 : �2 : 1 ; (21)and Vus � � ; Vub � �3 ; Vb � �2 : (22)Here vu � h'5i, vd � h'�5i and � denotes the ratio between the vauumexpetation value of �� and an ultraviolet ut-o� identi�ed with the Plankmass MPl: � � h��i=MPl. To orretly reprodue the observed quark mixingangles, we take � of the order of the Cabibbo angle. For non-negativeF -harges, the elements of the quark mixing matrix VCKM depend only onthe harge di�erenes of the left-handed quark doublet [28℄. Up to a onstantshift, this de�nes the hoie in Eq. (17). Equal F -harges for 	2;3�5 (seeEq. (18)) are then required to �t mb and ms. We will omment on thelightest quark masses later on.At this level, the mass matrix for the harged leptons is the transposeof mdD: mlD = (mdD)T (23)and we �nd: me : m� : m� = �6 : �2 : 1 : (24)The O(1) o�-diagonal entry of mlD gives rise to a large left-handed mixingin the 23 blok whih orresponds to a large right-handed mixing in the d3 In Eq. (20) the entries denoted by 1 in muD and mdD are not neessarily equal. Asusual, suh a notation allows for O(1) deviations.



Neutrino Masses and Mixings 1231mass matrix. In the neutrino setor, the Dira and Majorana mass matriesare given by:mD = 24�4 � ��2 �0 �0�3 1 1 35 vu ; M = 24�2 1 �1 �02 �0� �0 1 35 �M ; (25)where �0 � h�i=MPl and �M denotes the large mass sale assoiated to theright-handed neutrinos: �M � vu;d.After diagonalization of the harged lepton setor and after integratingout the heavy right-handed neutrinos we obtain the following neutrino massmatrix in the low-energy e�etive theory:m� = 24�6 �3 �3�3 1 1�3 1 1 35 v2u�M ; (26)where we have taken � � �0. The O(1) elements in the 23 blok are produedby ombining the large left-handed mixing indued by the harged leptonsetor and the large left-handed mixing in mD. A ruial property of m� isthat, as a result of the sea-saw mehanism and of the spei� U(1)F hargeassignment, the determinant of the 23 blok is automatially of O(�2) (forthis the presene of negative harge values, leading to the presene of both� and �0 is essential [17℄).It is easy to verify that the eigenvalues of m� satisfy the relations:m1 : m2 : m3 = �4 : �2 : 1 : (27)The atmospheri neutrino osillations requirem23 � 10�3 eV2. From Eq. (26),taking vu � 250 GeV, the mass sale �M of the heavy Majorana neutrinosturns out to be lose to the uni�ation sale, �M � 1015 GeV. The squaredmass di�erene between the lightest states is of O(�4) m23, appropriate tothe MSW solution to the solar neutrino problem. Finally, beyond the largemixing in the 23 setor, orresponding to s �  in Eq. (10), m� providesa mixing angle s � (�=2) in the 12 setor, lose to the range preferred bythe small angle MSW solution. In general Ue3 is non-vanishing, of O(�3).In general, the harge assignment under U(1)F allows for non-anonialkineti terms that represent an additional soure of mixing. Suh termsare allowed by the underlying �avour symmetry and it would be unnaturalto tune them to the anonial form. We have heked that all the resultsquoted up to now remain unhanged after inluding the e�ets related tothe most general kineti terms, via appropriate rotations and resaling inthe �avour spae (see also Ref. [29℄).



1232 F. FeruglioObviously, the order of magnitude desription o�ered by this model isnot intended to aount for all the details of fermion masses. Even neglet-ing the parameters assoiated with the CP violating observables, some ofthe relevant observables are somewhat marginally reprodued. For instanewe obtain mu=mt � �6 whih is perhaps too large. However we �nd it re-markable that in suh a simple sheme most of the 12 independent fermionmasses and the 6 mixing angles turn out to have the orret order of mag-nitude. Notie also that our model prefers large values of tan� � vu=vd.This is a onsequene of the equality F (	310) = F (	3�5 ) (see Eqs. (17) and(18)). In this ase the Yukawa ouplings of top and bottom quarks are ex-peted to be of the same order of magnitude, while the large mt=mb ratiois attributed to vu � vd (there may be fators O(1) modifying these on-siderations, of ourse). We reall here that in supersymmetri grand uni�edmodels large values of tan � are one possible solution to the problem ofreoniling the boundary ondition mb = m� at the GUT sale with thelow-energy data [30℄. Alternatively, to keep tan� small, one ould suppressmb=mt by adopting di�erent F -harges for the 	3�5 and 	310.Additional ontributions to �avour hanging proesses and to CP vio-lating observables are generally expeted in a supersymmetri grand uni�edtheory. However, a reliable estimate of the orresponding e�ets would re-quire a muh more detailed de�nition of the theory than attempted here.Cruial ingredients suh as the mehanism of supersymmetry breaking andits transmission to the observable setor have been ignored in the presentnote. We are impliitly assuming that the omission of this aspet of the�avour problem does not substantially alter our disussion.A ommon problem of all SU(5) uni�ed theories based on a minimalHiggs struture is represented by the relation mlD = (mdD)T that, whileleading to the suessful mb = m� boundary ondition at the GUT sale,provides the wrong predition md=ms = me=m� (whih, however, is an a-eptable order of magnitude equality). We an easily overome this problemand improve the piture [27℄ by introduing an additional supermultiplet ��24transforming in the adjoint representation of SU(5) and possessing a nega-tive U(1)F harge, �n (n > 0). Under these onditions, a positive F -hargef arried by the matrix elements 	a10	 b�5 an be ompensated in several dif-ferent ways by monomials of the kind (��)p(��24)q, with p + nq = f . Eahof these possibilities represents an independent ontribution to the downquark and harged lepton mass matries, ourring with an unknown oef-�ient of O(1). Moreover the produt (��24)q'�5 ontains both the �5 and the45 SU(5) representations, allowing for a di�erentiation between the downquarks and the harged leptons. The only, welome, exeptions are given bythe O(1) entries that do not require any ompensation and, at the leadingorder, remain the same for harged leptons and down quarks. This pre-



Neutrino Masses and Mixings 1233serves the good mb = m� predition. Sine a perturbation of O(1) in thesubleading matrix elements is su�ient to ure the bad md=ms = me=m�relation, we an safely assume that h��24i=MPl � �n, to preserve the orretorder-of-magnitude preditions in the remaining setors.We have not dealt here with the problem of reovering the orret vauumstruture by minimizing the e�etive potential of the theory. It may benotied that the presene of two multiplets � and �� with opposite F hargesould hardly be reoniled, without adding extra struture to the model,with a large ommon VEV for these �elds, due to possible analyti termsof the kind (���)n in the superpotential. We �nd therefore instrutive toexplore the onsequenes of allowing only the negatively harged �� �eld inthe theory.It an be immediately reognized that, while the quark mass matriesof Eqs. (20) are unhanged, in the neutrino setor the Dira and Majoranamatries get modi�ed into:mD = 24�4 � ��2 0 0�3 1 1 35 vu ; M = 24�2 1 �1 0 0� 0 1 35 �M : (28)The zeros are due to the analyti property of the superpotential that makesimpossible to form the orresponding F invariant by using �� alone. Thesezeros should not be taken literally, as they will be eventually �lled by smallterms oming, for instane, from the diagonalization of the harged leptonmass matrix and from the transformation that put the kineti terms intoanonial form. It is however interesting to work out, in �rst approximation,the ase of exatly zero entries in mD and M , when forbidden by F .The neutrino mass matrix obtained via see-saw from mD and M has thesame pattern as the one displayed in Eq. (26). A loser inspetion revealsthat the determinant of the 23 blok is identially zero, independently from�. This leads to the following pattern of masses:m1 : m2 : m3 = �3 : �3 : 1 ; m21 �m22 = O(�9) m23 : (29)Moreover the mixing in the 12 setor is almost maximal:s = �4 + O(�3) : (30)For � � 0:2, both the squared mass di�erene (m21 �m22)=m23 and sin2 2�sunare remarkably lose to the values required by the vauum osillation solu-tion to the solar neutrino problem. We have also heked that this prop-erty is reasonably stable against the perturbations indued by small terms(of order �5) replaing the zeros, oming from the diagonalization of the



1234 F. Feruglioharged lepton setor and by the transformations that render the kinetiterms anonial. We �nd quite interesting that also the just-so solution,requiring an intriguingly small mass di�erene and a bimaximal mixing, anbe reprodued, at least at the level of order of magnitudes, in the ontext ofa �minimal� model of �avour ompatible with supersymmetri SU(5). In thisase the role played by supersymmetry is essential, a non-supersymmetrimodel with �� alone not being distinguishable from the version with both �and ��, as far as low-energy �avour properties are onerned.4. ConlusionsIf we start from three light neutrinos and the see-saw mehanism thena natural interpretation of the present data on neutrino osillations is interms of hierarhial light neutrino masses and asymmetri mass matries(at least for d quarks and harged leptons). This has the advantage that noonspiray is required between the Dira and the Majorana setors. Thereis also the peuliar possibility that large neutrino mixing is only produedby the see-saw mehanism starting from all nearly diagonal matries. Al-though this possibility is ertainly rather speial, models of this sort an beonstruted without an unrealisti amount of �ne tuning. Both senarios arewell ompatible with Abelian �avour symmetries and with grand uni�ationideas and the related phenomenology for quark and lepton masses.It is a pleasure to thank Marek Je»abek for the organization of a verystimulating meeting and the warm hospitality enjoyed in Craow. I wouldlike to thank Guido Altarelli and Isabella Masina for the pleasant ollabo-ration on whih this talk is based.REFERENCES[1℄ Y. Fukuda et al., hep-ex/9805006, hep-ex/9805021 and hep-ex/9807003.[2℄ The data on solar neutrinos from Homestake, Gallex, Sage, Kamiokandeand SuperKamiokande are summarized and the list of referenes given inJ.N. Bahall, P.I. Krastev and A.Yu Smirnov, hep-ph/9807216.[3℄ C. Athanassopoulos et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 3082 (1996);nul-ex/9706006, nul-ex/9709006.[4℄ B. Armbruster et al., Phys. Rev. C57, 3414 (1998); G. Drexlin, talk atWein'98.[5℄ R. Barbieri, L.J. Hall, D. Smith, A. Strumia, N. Weiner, hep/ph 9807235.[6℄ M. Apollonio et al., Phys. Lett. B420, 397 (1998).[7℄ V. Barger, S. Pakvasa, T.J. Weiler, K. Whisnant, hep-ph/9806387; V. Barger,T.J. Weiler, K. Whisnant, hep-ph/9807319.
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